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**Building professional websites with great performance and security**

Harris Chan

In this workshop, we will take a deep dive into the latest tools and technologies that enable developers to build fast and secure websites with minimal code. Attendees are highly recommended to also attend “Light up the web with next generation user experiences”.

**Audience:**
Web Developers, Web designers, IT managers, Business strategists, Technology strategists, Entrepreneurs creating new services, and any individual interested in the technique.

**Key topics:**
- Building professional quality websites using starter kits
- Maintaining clean web application code by using server side controls
- Accessing remote services and data without tons of complicated script.
- Securing websites using memberships and roles
- Performance tuning and simulating test environments to optimize website performance

**Speaker Bios:**
Harris Chan is the Web Developer Architect of the Developer & Platform Group at Microsoft Hong Kong. Harris works closely with local designers and developers to evangelize Microsoft Web and User Experience technologies such as ASP.NET, ASP.NET AJAX, Silverlight and WPF. Prior to taking this position, Harris was a Software Design Engineer/Test of Office Server Group at Microsoft Redmond and took an active role in the development of Microsoft web authoring tools including FrontPage 2003, SharePoint Designer 2007 and Expression Web. Harris graduated with a degree in Computer Science from University of Washington, Seattle.